
18 November 2009 

hk. P. Michael Payne, Chef  
Permits, Consen-ation, and t!Aucaaon Division 
0 ffice of Protected Resources 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
4 315 East-West Highway, Room 13635 
S h e r  Spting, MD 209J 0 

Dear Mr. Papne: 

The Marine Mammal Cornmission, in consultation with its Committee of Scientific Advisors 
on Marine Mammals, has reviewed the application submitted by Eglin h Force Base under section 
101 (a)(5)(D) of the Marine Mainnla1 Protection Act The Commission also has reviewed the 
National Marine Fisheries Service's 19 October 2005) Federal Rqjrter notice (74 Fed. Reg. 53474) 
requesting comments 011 thc application and proposing to issue the authorizatioiz, subject to certain 
conditions. 

The applicant is requesting a renewal, with no changes, of its one-year incidental harassment 
autholizauon for au-to-surface gunnery tcsts and ttaining activities within the E g h  Gulf Test and 
?'raining Range in the Gulf of Mexico. The applicant's current incidental harassment authorization 
expies on 10 December 2009. Tbe proposed activities could involve the taking by harassment of 
small numbers of up to 16 species of cetaceans incidental to surface impacts of psojecttles and smaU 
underwater detonations (up to approximately 5 lbs). A typical mission, using an AC-130 gunship 
aircraft, Iasts approximately five hours without refueling atld siu hours when air-to-ak refueling is 
required. The live-he phase of the mission can last from 30 to 90 rninu t ts but is typically completed 
in 30 minutes. The proposed activities would typically be conducted at least 15 i d e s  horn the coast. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Madne Mammal Commission recoinmenc!~ rliac d ~ e  National Marine Fisheries Selvice 
issue the requested authorization, provided that t.he Servinc- 

revise ~ t s  interpretation of tetnporary threshold shift ('ITS) to indicate that it constitutes a 
temporary loss of function with conycquenccs h a t  may vary widelv froin negligible to 
biologically signi6cant (e.g., cotnprolnised ability to forage, respond to reproductive cues, 
detect predators) depending on a variety OF circumstances at the ume dje loss occurs, 
including the nature of the structural and functional hearing loss, the animal's behavioral 
response to the stimulus, its historg, and environmental conditions; as such, and under 
certain circumstances, TTS may constitute Level A harassment; 
conducr e thorough re~~lew of thc considcFable infol~natjon available on behavioral 
responses of marine inatnmals to sound before it moves forward with proposed regulations 
tied to the n m w  hndmgs of Schlundt et al. (2000) as h e  basis for esbnating tile number of 
anin~als likely to exhibit behavioral responses; 
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require performance testing of mitigation m a s u m  to assess their a d  effectiveness at 
detecung h e  mammals. The Navy is being asked to conduct similar evaluation prtrgmms, 
and doing so seems essential if our collective ap proacb to such matters is to be considered 
science-based; 
work with the Air Force to deslgn and conduct the necessary performance vdca t ion  
testing for electronic detection devices under the pertinent sea state conditions; and 
review its overall strategy for managing risks associated with such testing and traiuing 
activities and consider how its existing stmtegy might be modified to be both more 
precautionary but &o more likely to I d  to sdenufic advancement in this held of research. 

The Commission commented on the AII Force's previous application concerning activities 
at Egh by letter of 29 June 2007 (enclosed and incorporated here by reference). The Service issued 
that authorization (see 22 December 2008 F~clemlhgisternotice, enclosed), and, in doing so, 
chageed with certain of the Commission's comments and recommendations (see 
Comment/Responses 5 through 10 in the Ft& hgi-fer notice of issuance). The pnmary point of 
contention pertains to the potential biological +cance of a temporary threshold shift (ITS) in 
hearing and, espeady, the ability of a marine mammal with TIYj to fkction in its environment. As 
detaded below, the Commission continues to stand by its previous comments and recommendations 
and again xecommends &at hey be adopted by the Service. 

TTS is a consequence of physical or physiological changes in the hearing apparatus. The 
heariag impairment may compromise an affected animal's ability to fomge, respond to reproductive 
cues, detect predators, or carry out other important behaviors. h u s e  such loss of function may 
have important secondary consequences, the Commission continues to question the Service's 
conviction that 'ITS, in all instances, constitutes no more than Level B harassment. 

Indeed, the Commission believes that the phenomenon of ?TS is too complex to support 
such a dehttive hdLng.  That complexity arises, at least in part, from physiological, behavioral, and 
en~onmatal  covachtes. The available information on 'ITS in marine mammals is limited, and to a 
degree, scientists must depend on obsenrations or studies with othex nxunmals, including humans to 
draw theit conclusions. The evidence suggests that TIS may occur as part of a process where a 
physicochemical system is stressed by a strong stimulus. As the stimulus approaches the system's 
tolerance, the system may undefgo a variety of chemical and physical changes. When the stimulus is 
rehtively close to the tolemnce, the system may respond in ways that could be considered adaptive, 
in the same rnan.net that a muscle stimgthens when subjected to sttoag exercise. However, as the 
stimulus becomes stronger, it will exceed the system's physiological tolerance, m a t i n g  changes that 
compromise function-in this case a reduction in heariag sensitivity within a cemin frequency 
range. Cleariy, a subject with ?TS is not completely deafened, but its hearing has been cornpromscd 
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to a degree and, therefore, it is pataally deafened, albeit only for a period of time. The seriousness of 
this loss will depend on, among other things, the extent and duration of the loss, the frequencies 
involved, and the implications of the loss with regard to the animal's abihty to carry out vital 
functions. Undoubtedly, som-and the Commission would ventuxe to guess mmt-losses will be 
of neglgible consequence. But others could be more serious: TI'S is not an all-or-nothing 
phenomenon but rather one better characterized as a multi-dimensional continuum. The 
consequences also vary depending on the number of times that the animal is subjected to such a 
stimulus. If other m a d s  serve as useful models for marine ma&, then some exposure could 
Iead to a degree of adaptation, but continued or repeated exposue a h  can lead to a penmmnt 
threshold shift (PTS), as has been clearly demonstrated in humans (e.g., occupational he+ loss). 
So the phenomenon of ITS and its physical and physiological consequences are not simple matters 
that are easy to predict in an open-and-closed mama. Indeed, TI'S and its consequences remain a 
topic of iavestigation in humans, even after hundreds of studies involving tens of thousands of 
subjects. In contrast, only s m d  numbers of matine mammals have been involved in studies of TIS 
where much r&s to be learned. 

The situation is further complicated by the fact that expure  to sounds that produce ?TS, 
or to sounds of consideably less intensity or energy, may result in behavioral responses to the 
sound. Marine tnamtnals that h e  at the extremes of theit physiological tolerance are particularly 
vulnerable if such sounds cause the a d s  to change their behavior in ways that exceed that 
tolerance. Deep-drvmg beaked whales, for example, may not be affected directly by sonar pulses, but 
if they alter their diving patterns significantly, they could suffer hann physiologically. Smhiy ,  
animals under stress for other reasons (e.g., poor condition, disease) may be more likely to strand 
when exposed to adcLdonal risk factors, including noise. Certninly behaviorists can describe a wide 
range of considerations that affect how a marine mammal will respond to a sound-such things as 
the animal's age, sex, condition, reproductive state, arid recent experiences with srmilar risk factors 
(ie., similar sounds). An-g that would impede a matine mammal from respondmg in a normal 
manner to an acoustic stimulus could have an adverse impact on mother-calf relations, reproduction, 
foraging, and an d l ' s  ability to detect a predator or a w d g  of danger. To argue the contrary is 
to suggest that such considerations are irrelevant during the period in which the animal's hearing is 
compromised. The Commission believes that ignorbg such considerations is neither biologically nor 
ecologically reasonable. The challenge, which will take some dme to overcome, is to determine how 
often such stimuli result in serious comeqwces. 

In other contexts, the Service seems to agree with the Commission. For example, in its 7 July 
2006 Fehtzl Regist@ Notice of Issuance r e g a r d q  the Navy's Rim of the Pa& Antisubmarhe 
Warfare Exercises within the Hawaiian Islands Operating Area (71 Fed. Reg. 3871 6), the agency 
states that- 

TI'S consists of temporary, short-term impacts to auditory tissue that alter 
physiological function, but that are fully recoverable without the requirement for 
tissue replacement or regeneration. An a d  that experiences a temporary 
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reduction in hating sensitiviry suffers m pennanwt injurg to its autlltory system, 
bus for an iili~~I/rifepu-f-mpm, mg aoipm& save JON& h e  to tbe n&c&bn i91 
s~m'w.  A u d, the aniawlmq nat npad to somL #bar W nm@prodwa a 
b-I m& (mn3 ar apdatw w th s d  az& #'mmp@cs, &bphy z+wtfia~~; mhr 
in r n o f b - ~ a ~ n & 1 ~ ~ ,  ~ ~ ~ , J % ~  iwrd wads$ o f h a p )  [emphasis a d d q .  Thir; 
lack of response qualifies as a temporary dismption of n o d  Wvioml patterns - 
the animal is impeded from responding in a n o d  manner to an acoustic stimulus. 

More recently, in the 20 October 2009 proposed rule to authorize training and research acfities by 
the Department of Defense in the W n a  I&n& Range Complex (74 Fed. Reg. 53796), the k c e  
recognized that- 

TTS can disrupt behaviola1 pattems by inhibiting an animal's ability to communicate 
with c o ~ d c s  and interpret other enviromatal cues important for predator 
avoidance and prey capture. However, depending on the degree (elevation of 
threshold in dB), dut ion  @.e., recovery time), and frequency range of TI'S, and the 
context in which it is q a i m c e d ,  T I 3  can have effects on marine manmils ranging 
from dismuntable to serious.. . . [A] larget amount rusd longer duration of TTS 
sustained dunng a time when communication is criticaI for succesrsll mo&er/cdf 
interactions could have moge serious impacts if it were in the same fiquency band 
as the necessary v o c ~ a t i o m  and of a severity that it m p e d d  communiauon 

In view of the complexity of this issue and the limitations in sci~atific data for &e 
d, the Commission h nut W e v e  b t  hard-and-fast rules abut  the effects or sqpficmce 
of TI3 are ju&£kd If the Senrice refuses to recognize the complex tume of such ocamences, it 
may slow ot: u a d d e  scientific progress toward a better understanding of mstine mammnl 
vulnetability to sound. For all these reasons, that the 
Nariod Marine Fisheries Service revise its interpretllrian of TTS to indicate that it canstimres a 
temporary loss of Eunctiun with c m q u e ~ c e s  that my vaq widely from n e b 1 e  to biologidy 
swcant  (e.g., cornpsomised ahiltty to forage, respond to reproductive m, detect predators) 
dqzendmg on a miety of CLCumsances at the time the loss occurs, kcludmg the nature of the 
structural and functional heatmg loss, the animal's behavioral response to the stimulus, its history, 
and a v i r ~ ~ n e n t a l  conditio11~; as such, and u n d ~  terrain circumstances, TI'S may constimre Level 
A harassment. 

As the Co&on noted in irs letter regarding the Au Force's ptmious application for 
activities wi& the Egh Gulf Test and Tmining Rmge, tke Service appears to assume that nine of 
ten animals that are exposed to sounds loud eno* to zesdt in TTS would not otherwise be 
&turbed. The Cornmission finds such an assumption is contradicted by extemive observations of 

mammal reqmflses to noise in a wide range of w t q .  In its previous letter the Commission 
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recommended tbet the Service either provide further jus~cation for hs assumption or revise its 
estimates of the number of animals likely to be taken by behavioral disturbance to a more realistic 
number. 

The Service responded that it currently wes dual criteria (ie., based on energy and ptssure) 
for calculating Level B harassment by TTS but uses only a pressure criterion fox calcutatqj 
behavioral harassment. The Service stated that, because of a lack of empirical information and data, 
dual criteria for assessing Level B hmassment by behavioral changes alone cannot be developed. The 
Service noted that, for the proposed gunnery emckes, which involve mdtlple detonations and 
porential marine mammal exposures, it has calculated a t h t e s  for behavioral responses by mzrine 
mammals at levels lower than those causiag ?TS--as opposed to activities involving only single 
detonations (e.g., the Navy's shack trrals) where, the Service believes, it is unlikely that rnarinc 
mammals would have sqpdicant behavioral responses but could incur TTS. The Service states that 
in experimeats with bottlenose dolphs and beluga whales, Schlundt et rll. (2000) determined that 
the lowest sound pressure levels, over all frequencies, at which alteted behaviors in the aaimals were 
observed ranged horn 178 to 193 dB re 1 pPa for bottlenose dolphins and from 180 to 196 dB re 1 
@a for beluga whales. The Service therefore believes &at it is wonable  to consider that sub-TTS 
@ehaVioxal) effects occur at approximately 6 dB below the ITSinducbg sowd level, or at 
approximately 176 dB in the greatest 1/3 octave band energy flux density level/sound exposure 
level. The Service stated that it plans to investigate dm issue during tbe development of a rule on the 
proposed action and will provide the Co&ssion and the public additional infermation at that time. 

Here agam, the Commission questions the &mice's reasonmg an at least three pounds. 
First, it is simply umeasoable m assume that any single pressure threshold can serve as an in&cator 
of whether a marine mammal will exhibit a significant behavioral response to a particular noise in its 
environment. A1thoug.h the e c a n c e  of behavioml responses can be difficult to determine, 
volumes of scientific dormation iadicate that macine m h  respond ia po tendy  sqyuficant or 
meaningful ways to a mnge of sound lev& well below those that might produce TTS. Perhaps the 
hs t strong indication that the introduction of sound in the marhe environment could be a problem 
arose from observ~tions that bowhead and belug whales respond Watriomlly to sounds produced 
miles away. One of the main elements of the Navy's research program to investigate the effects of 
low frequen y sounds produced by SURTASS LFA sonar indicated that gsay whales altered their 
migration path when exposed to sounds of much lower levels rhan those expected to cause IITS. 
Indeed, ia that program the Navy was reluctant to raise sound levels above 150 dB. And the Service 
itself bas ditected extensive efforts to use acoustic harassment devices to alter the behavior of 
marine mammals (ie., keep them away from fishing nets or aquacultwe pens). The effect of Navy 
sonar (onboard the USS Shu*) on a pod of killer whales in Puget Sound clearly indicated that noise 
can cause emtic behavior at levels we1 below those that cause TTS. And certain species, such as the 
harbor porpoise, are known to be h h l y  sensitive to noise-related disturbance even when the noise 
intensity is ordezs of magmtude less than that expected to cause TTS. In shark scientists aad 
managers have gathered ample eyrdence that sound can cause substmtial behavioral effects at levels 
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well below that expected to cause ITS. Here, too, the challenge. is to study and understand the 
consequences of such changes in behavior. 

Second, in the face of dl this additional information documenting behavioral responses at 
much lower sound intensities, the heavy reliance on observations from Sdundt  et al. (2000) by the 
Service is unjustified. Those authors described changes in behavior for animals that were in an 
artificial situation, had h e n  used for experimentation, and were limited by their surroundings in the 
kinds of behavior they could &bit (e.g., they could not leave their enclosures). When they did 
show behavioral changes, those h g e s  indcated the possibrlrty of more sevae effects (e.g., 
apparent disorientation) than mght be attdbuted sunply to a change in behavior. Furthermore, 
Schlundt et aL themselves recopbed that the behavior of al~in~als in their cap&e setting was not 
necessarily indicative of the behav~or of aillmals in thc wild.  Indeed, they wrote that the); were 
dehnLlg 

a behavioral alteration as  a deviation from an animal's trained behaviors as a result of 
exposure to intense sourid. This is in conu-asr to field observations, where d ~ e  
reaction of naive a d s  to novel stimuli is often difficult to interpret; a behavioral 
reaction in these &cumstances may occur at levels corresponchg to the anunal's 
detection of the sound, rather than a level which may produce TTS (Green et al. 
1994). 

Third, as described above, the response of a wild manne rimmu1 is a function not udy of 
the stimulus but also the animal itsel& its experiences, and its environment To assume otherwise is 
to Ignore a wealth of lnfonaation about marine mammal responses to sound. 

Again, the more cidficult challenge here is not to detemim w h e h  sound at relatively low 
levels can produce behavioral responses but rather to determine whal those changes become 
significant to the animals involved or the stocks to which they belong. Witfi that in mind, the Marrne 

Cogaausslon 1 
. . 

ecommends that the National Marine Fisheries Service conduct a thorougb 
review of the considetable in for ma ti or^ available on behavioral responses of marine mammals to 
sound before it moves forward with proposed regulations tied to the nmow findings of W u n d t  et 
al. (2000) as the basis for estimating the number of animals  likely to exhbit behavioral responses. 

Zu its letter regarding the Air Force's previous application seeking authorization for the 
takmg of marine msmmaln incidental to activities at Egh, the Commission recommended that the 
service review and provide more reasonable justifications for its models and assumptions that led to 
the andusion that no animals would be killed &mug the cuutse of a full year of such operations. 
The Service responded, among other b g s ,  that the assumptions made by the Au Force in 
developing its direct physical impact calchtions can be found in the 3-002 F d  Programna tic 
Emironmental Assessment for Eglin under the analysis of Alternative 1 . The Service then cited a 
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range of cdculations by the h Force that indicate that the chance of a marine mammal bang Wed 
is indeed low. 

However, in its letter on the previous application, the Commission noted that, according to 
the Service, up to 25 animals may be w i t h  the zone of impact (22.1 m/72.5 fi) horn an aircraft 
flying at 6,000 ft (1,829 m), but that none would be killed. The Commission noted that it was hard 
to imape that, either through inaccuracy in htrng or confusion of or responses by mathe mammals 
near the impact site (e.g., darting into the zone of impact), no animals could be killed over the course 
of a year of such exacises. The Service responded that the Commission's concern fails to account 
for the effectiveness of the mitigation measures requited under the inudenml harassment 
authorization and the fact that, because the usual areas for conducting live-fite events are in coastal 
waters, there is a hgh likelihood that marine mammals will be detected electronically by h f t  
personnel when at the htvlg altitude. The Service also indicated that, if h e  mammals have been 
seriously injured or killed by A-S gunnery exercises in the past, necropsies of marine mammals 
stranded in the atea should have angle or multiple wounds caused by gunnery projecttles. The 
Setvice states that it is unaware of any marine mammals contabjag the projectiles with a caliber 
consistent with that used in exercises at Eglin. 

Such debates could continue indefinitely, but doing so would not necessarily lead to 
iaformed science-based conclusions or ensure protection of marine mammals. As is necessary in 
similar situations involving military exercises, the Commission beliwes it is not sufficient simply to 
contend that mitigation measures are or axe not effective. Such &agreements are best resolved by 
perforanance tesaog and validation of mitigation measures using suentitic methods. If such 
verification procedures or performance tests have indeed been conducted, then the results should be 
described. If the Air Force has the ability to detect macine marnmals at the surface with "high 
likelihood," then it would be useful to describe how it does so if such d y u o n s  would not requite 
&closure of classified ulformadon. Although the Service indicates that most of the d at risk 
are coastal and therefore more easily detected, the application inQcates that activities t g p i d y  wdl be 
conducted at least 15 miles horn shore. It is not clear to tbe Commission why these animals d be 
more eady detected. With regard to evidence based on necmpsies of stranded animals, the question 
to address is whether s W d d  animals reC.0~e~d along the h c h  can be used reliably to identify the 
causes of death for anlmals that occur at least 15 miles from shore. This is a samplmg problem that 
prompts questions about relying too heady on conclusions drawn solely from examining stranded 
dead a d s .  Although tbe lack of observations of marine mammals with evidence of wounds from 
mining and tesdng exercises is encouraging, it is not a sufficient basis to condude with full 
confidence that no mmals ate being lulled. With these concerns in mind, &tbe Manne 
C o d a  r e c o d  that the National Marine Fisheries Service require performance testing of 
mitigation measures to assess their actual effectiveness at detecting marine m d .  The Navy is 
being asked to conduct similar evaluation programs, and doing so seems essential if our collective 
approach to such matters is to be considered science-based. 
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. , 
Revision of Sea Sate Resmuoq~ 

In commenting on the previous application, the Commission also recommended h t  the 
Service requite the applicant to provide additional information to support its request to raise 
restrictions horn sea state 3 to sea state 4. The application indicates that the gunship sensor suite 
"provides the best daytime/+ttime performance in n o d  weatfier/sea conditions at this altitude 
[6,000 feet] range." However, the application does not define what constitutes " n o d  weather/sea 
conditions" in the test area and does not describe the perfoanance of the sensor suite in sea state 4. 
The application also indicates that tbe fi Force expects to be able to observe marine mammal 
species effectively in weather conditions that allow observation of the gunnery target flare. However, 
the applicant does not provide any data to suppntt such an inference. 

The Service responded that, because the Air Force rehes principally on electronic detection 
insmentation and less on visual observatioas, an jncrase in sea state from 3 to 4 is unlikely to 
compromise mitigation effectiveness or result in the probability of increased harassment, injury, or 
m o d t y  of mnrine rnammds. Although tbis may be the case, the Commission believes h a t  
empitical data we rieeded to support the clam that eieceonic detection rates are suffidently high 
under condrtions above sea state 3 before the Au Force and Service conclude such efficacy. Until 
such data are available and demonstrate the effectiveness of electronic detection techruques in 
lugher sea states, authotizing incidental taking dunng operations conducted in such conditions is 

. . prernatme. Therefore, -slon recornem& that the National Marine 
Fisheries Service work with the Ait F o m  to desw and conduct the necessary performance 
vecification testing for dtxtr0;n.i~ detection devices under the pertinent sea state conditions. 

Finally, the unoertainty regarbg many of the matters discussed above calls for a 
precautionary approach to both research and management. Although scientists are able to 
characterize human-dated sounds in the ocean, they st i l l  have considerable work to do to 
characterize the significance of those sounds to marine mammals and other marine Ue. This seems 
to be a h&ly approphte time to use a precautionary approach, that is, using science as the tool for 
gaming a better understanding but irnposmg a degree of caution in management consistent with the 
remaining uncertaintv. Further, the burdm for addressing that uncertainty should fd h i t  on the 
actioo agency for it & its activities that pose ~otenonl dsks. As the regulatory agency, however, the 
Setvice also bears responsibility for ma- swe &at the essentd reseach is conducted so that, ova 
rime, the uncertainty can be reduced and all involved agencies have better confidence that they 
understand and are managing well the risks associated with the kinds of activities proposed in the 
subject application. With that in mind, the m e  Mammal, Commission r e c o d  that the 
National Marine Fisheries Service review its o v d  strategy for managing risks associated with such 
testing and uaining activities and consider how its existing strategy might be modified to be both 
more precautionarp but also more iikeiy to lead to scienufic advancement in this field of research. 
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Please contact me if you have any questions concerning these comments and 
recommendations. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy J. Ragen, Ph.D. v 
Executive Director 

Enclosures 

Green, D.M., H.A. DeFerrari, D. McFadden, J.S. Pearce, A.N. Popper, W.J. Richardson, and P.L. 
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Schlundt, C.E., J.J. Fitman, D.E. Carder, and S.H. Ridgway. 2000. Temporary shft in masked 
hearing thresholds of bottlenose dolphins, Tmiop~ tmncatus, and white whales (Dc.$hinqbrcr/t~~ 
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29 J u n e  2007 

Mr. P. Michael P a p e  
Chief, Permits Division 
N a t i o d  Maine Fisheries Service 
Oftice of Protected Resources 
1315 East-West Highway, Room 13635 
Silver Spring, MD 20910 

Dew Mr. Pavne: 

The Wne Mammal Commission, in consultation with its Cornmittee of Scientific Advisors 
on Msrine Mammals, has reviewed the application submitted by Egh Air Force Base under section 
lDl(a)(S)@] of the Marine Mamnral Protection Act. The applicant seeks to renew a one-year 
incidental harwment authorization for the take of s d  numbers of cet.;lu=ans incidental to &-to- 
surface gunnery tes& and mirung activities within the Egh Gulf Test and Training Range in the 
Gulf of Mexico. The C d s s i o n  akto has reviewed the N ; I r i d  Maxine Fiskerks Service's 30 May 
2007 F~derdRG&vnotice requesting comments on the application and proposing to issue the 
authorization, subject to certain conditions. 

The apfiwt's previous incidental harassment authorization for air-to-surface gunnery 
training activities expired on 2 Map 2007. The activities requested here are essentially the same as 
those authorized previously and involve the taking by harrrssment of small numb= of up to 21 
species of c e ~ ~  incidental to surface unpacrs of projectiles and small underwater detonations 
(up to approximately 5 lbs). A typical mission, using an AC-130 gunship aircraft, lasts approximately 
Gve hours widmut r e f b b g  and six hours when air-to-air refueling is required. The live-fm phase of 
che mission a n  hst frm 30 to 90 minutes but is r y p i d y  completed ia 30 minutes. The proposed 
activities would typically be conducted at least 15 miles from the coast. The applicant also is seeking 
revisions to cmah mitigation measures (i.e., protected species sutveys, ramp-up procedures, and sea 
state mstcicuom) hat  were required in the previous authorization. 

The Nariond Marine Fisheries Service b s  pdhimdy determined that the proposed air-to- 
surfslce gunnery exercises me unlikely to result in the mortality or serious injury of marine mammals. 
The Service pwdrcrs that, at most, the exercises would mult in up to 271 marine mammals 
experiencing a temporary elevation in h d g  sensitivity (i.e., tempomy threshold shift) annually 
and would result in behavioral disturbance of 25 marine d s  annually. The Service also has 
prelhhady determined that any behavioral change would result in no more than a negltgible 
knpact on the affected species or stocks and that the potendal for temporary or permanent hearing 
Impairment is low and will be avoided through incorpotation of the proposed monitoring and 
mitigation measures. The Service believes that the proposed mdfications to the current mitigation 
requirements would not result in increased ealang by Level B harassment. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

that h e  National M i k e  Fisheries Swvice 
issue the requested aurb.arization, provided that- 

'RE applicant be r q d  to ccoaduct dl p d c a b l e  rmxbl'iag and rnitiprioa measures that 
reasonably mn be expected rs protect the p ' t e n t d l y  affected matine d specia Erom 
S ~ ~ U S  injury. In this regard, the W c e  should rqtlire that the a p p k d s  annual report of 
act ivih include a derailed assessment of the effectiveaess of mmr-bad ~ t o z b g  in 
d e c t i q  marine mamraaIs, and sea t d a  in the area of opemtions. In addition, the Service 
should q u i r e  the a p p b t  m provide addhail  hformatim to support its request for the 
r&kn of sea state restrictions. 
The Setdcc provide a &ad tzxplmmon for what a p p m  to be an assumptian h t  mntine 
d s  would have to experience samd levels well above h t  q d  to muse a 
temporary shift (IT!$ before tbRy would aptdm a behavioral disturbance; and 
The %mice review and provide more retmnable justification f a  its models and assumptions 
that lea$ to the condwioo tbat no & will be UB~ c h h g  the cmme of a tuIl yeax of 
sUCh exercises. 

RATIONALE 

R q u e s t d  revisions to mitigation and moffit~rkg pxot~c0Is involve- 

* c d w t h g  p- and pt-&an surveys at an altitude of 6,000 fect rarber than at 1- 
m&l~fn dWes (1,500 fa t  d d n g  the dap and 2,000 P e t  at &t). This is due to safety 
ctx~cetms, for the AC-130 gunslvp crews a d  impxovd perfarmntace of gunship s w q  
instcummarion at d t i w  p c t r  than 2,000 feet. 
relying p t k t d y  cm the AC-130 gunship's low-light tehkbn canmas  and ANAAQ-26 
I M  Detectirn Sets fa marhe d during pre- and post-mission surveys. 
The a p p h n c  swts that the effectbarn of w a s o r - W  ohem& timt ac an altitude of 
6,000 feet is mnsidexed eupctior to that of visual obsmations at  m dride of I ,OOQ feet, 
p s t k -  at q h t .  

0 c ~ n d m h g  ranp-up for the initial gun Ealibdan and thw h g  the gum in my o h  to 
allow a more realistic ~rainag cqmhnce, rather than h u g  the guns ~~ with tho 
smallest round and increasing to increa&@y larger rounds. 

F= e 5- 
. . 

amductkg gullship missions in sea states up to level 4 an the &ufort s&, rather rhna 
level 3, and uslsg wind sped (as provided by accepred fo-g d a t s  such as the 
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National Wather Senice) as the detemuning factor for weather restdctions. The applicant 
states that mksians are not conducted if sea spray, whitecaps, and large waves make 
observation of the gunnery target flare problematic. The applicant expects that marine 
species can be observed in weather ccmditions that allow obsemation of the gunaery target 
&ire, 

The C d s i o n  recognizes the importance of human safety in carrying out the proposed 
military readiness operations. Based on the information provided in the application and the Service's 
FuhlRs&& notic% it appem rwsonable and prudent ra authorize pre- md post-mission surveys 
to be conducted at an altitude of 6,000 feet rrntber than at h e r  altitudes, which are considered less 
safe. Inasmuch as higher a~tihldcs wiJl require g a t e r  reliance on the AC-130 gunship's low-light 
cdwision camera a d  ANAAQ-26 Infrared Detection Sets to detect mariee d during pre- . . and post-mission surveysy > that the Service req& 
che applicant to include in its annual report of acrivities a detailed assessment of the effeedvencss of 
sensor-based monitoring in detecting marine m a d  and sea turtles in the area of operations. 

The application states that tbc propod revision to the ramp-up procedure would, among 
other things, M s h  tbe possibility of a lengthy pause in h e  he, which, if greater than 10 minutes, 
would necessitate re-initkition of protected species surveys. We coacur with the applicant that if an 
a d  leaves the area during ramp-up, it is unlikely to return while the live-he mission is ongoing, 
Thus, this revision appears unlikely to involve greater risk to marine d while affordmg 
greater flexibility for training purposes. 

The application states that the gumhip sensor suite "provides the best daytime/&httime 
performance ia n o d  weather/sea condi tiona at this altitude [6,OQO feet] range." It &o states that 
it is expected that marine sped= can be observed in weather conditions &at allow observation of 
the gunnery target Qare. However, the application does not define what constitutes "normal 
weather/sea conditions" in the test uea. Neither does it provlde the basis for assuming h r  if 
weather/sea stare conditions allow observation of the gunnery rapget flare, martne species also can 
be observed. & u e  

. . that, prior to issuing the authorization, 
the Service require the applicant to provide additional hfomsauon with respect to these paints. 

Wid3 E@ to esrirrJBltes of ptential rhe Mce appears re, assume k t  ni4e ~f ten 
animali; tbat q m s d  to d loud mqgh to mnporady deafen them would not be otherwise 
disturbed. We believe that the litemure on & mamnrals d s  cansi-e evidence that 
k e  roaunmals will exhibit sigdieanc c k m p  in their behavioral pattam in mpase to muds 
much less intense thea those required to cause a ~empomry threshold shift (TT5). For that reasan, 

k t  the Sewice either provide a r a t i d  jusscaaon 
for its assumption or revise its estimates of the number of animals to be taltcn by behavioral 
&tdxmce tp a morc  tic n&. 

We also question the Service's method fa e s h q  the number of Pnimds that may be 
killed by exercises. In its wqmasc to our cummenrs on the p&us y d s  request for m 
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incidental harmmcnt authoriaadon (71 FR27791), the kmce suggested that to experience a 
s i g d i w t  b&Bioral drstllrbancc, a d i d s  would bavc to be within 22.1 meterr of the zone of 
impact from an aircraft flying ac 6,0613 feet. In this y m ' s  d p s i s ,  the Service indicates that up to 25 
adm& my be at h t :  that dose, but that none would be killed. It s e a s  hard to km&e that, 
either through hccuraey in h g  or confusion ~a the part of mmds wi& 22 meters (e.g., d m q  
into the zone of impact), no ani;mals would be Wed ova the course of a y w  of such exercks For 
that reason, . . 

that the Service d e w  and provide 
more reasonable justification for ia and assumptions that lead to the c w m  that no 
animals will be Ued during the c a w  of a full pmr of such exercises. 

The C m m k u n  nous that thC Semi= is proping to require that ope.mtiuns he suspended 
ixnmahtely if n dgad or wrioudy S p e d  mnrino m d  is f o d  in the vicinirp of the options 
aad the death a injury mdd have occur& in-d to the guslacrp activities. Any such 
swpension should remaia in place until h e  Service has (1) reviewed the ducion and d e d d  
that fbrbx m d u w  M S&~US injuries ace unlikely to W;CW or (2) issued regulations authori3;ing 
such under section 101 (a)(!j)(A) of the Act 

The Cowmsmn dso rcitemtes k view that an am-the-- d&utiw of TI'S as 
constituthg no more Levd B hsstnent iaapprap&&y dismiss p k b k  injury and 
biobgdly  sig&clmt bebav id  chqes that map occur if an anirmi's hearing is compromised, 
even temporarily. 

Please contact me if you heve any questions wxetxhg rhese comments and 
fc -b*  

Sincerely, 



jean public comment

i do not support granting any permit to bomb america at any time. this unit of 
defense should travel to afghanistan and bomb the hell out of that country, not 
here. we are at war with afghanistan, not america. it is time to stop killing and 
murdering off the coast of america.

jean public 15 elm st florham park nj07932
>
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>
> -----------------------------------------------------------------------
>
> DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
>
> National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
>
> RIN 0648-XS20
>
>
> Takes of Marine Mammals Incidental to Specified Activities; 
> Taking Marine Mammals Incidental to Conducting Air-to-Surface Gunnery 
> Missions in the Gulf of Mexico
>
> AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), National Oceanic and 
> Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Commerce.
>
> ACTION: Notice; proposed incidental harassment authorization; request 
> for comments.
>
> -----------------------------------------------------------------------
>
> SUMMARY: NMFS received an application from the U.S. Air Force (USAF), 
> Eglin Air Force Base (Eglin AFB), for renewal of an Incidental 
> Harassment Authorization (IHA) to take marine mammals, by harassment, 
> incidental to conducting air-to-surface (A-S) gunnery missions in the 
> Gulf of Mexico (GOM). The USAF's activities are considered military 
> readiness activities. Pursuant to the MMPA, NMFS is requesting comments 
> on its proposal to issue an IHA to Eglin AFB to take, by Level B 
> harassment only, several species of marine mammal during the specified 
> activity for a period of 1 year.
>
> DATES: Comments and information must be received no later than November 
> 18, 2009.
>
> ADDRESSES: Comments on the application should be addressed to Michael 
> Payne, Chief, Permits, Conservation and Education Division, Office of 
> Protected Resources, National Marine Fisheries Service, 1315 East-West 
> Highway, Silver Spring, MD 20910-3225. The mailbox address for 
> providing e-mail comments is PR1.0648-XS20@noaa.gov. NMFS is not 
> responsible for e-mail comments sent to addresses other than the one 
> provided here. Comments sent via e-mail, including all attachments, 
> must not exceed a 10-megabyte file size.
> Instructions: All comments received are a part of the public record 
> and will generally be posted to http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/permits/
> incidental.htm without change. All Personal Identifying Information 
> (for example, name, address, etc.) voluntarily submitted by the 
> commenter may be publicly accessible. Do not submit Confidential 
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